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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing | Ge&apos;ez inflectional and
derivational morphology of the language makes the language is very complex to stem properly.
Affixations such as prefixing, infixing and suffixing are the main word formation processes in
Ge&apos;ez language. The language is morphological very complex semantic language. This is
because different words can be formed due to the wide concatenations of affixes. In the proposed
techniques, affix removal and morphological analysis techniques were used. Since the Ge&apos;ez
language is morphological complex, simple stemmer algorithm that has been developed for other
languages, such as English, can not effectively stem Ge&apos;ez text. Ge&apos;ez is the origin of
different Ethiopic languages, for example, Amharic uses a unique script which has originated from
the Ge&apos;ez alphabet (the liturgical language of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church). Written
Ge&apos;ez can be traced back to at least the 4th century. Ge&apos;ez, the classical language of
Ethiopia, is still used as a liturgical language by the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church (EOTC),
Ethiopian Catholic Church (ECC), the Beta Israel Jewish community of Ethiopia, Germany, Eritrea
and so on. | Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache: english | 116 pp.
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. I am just very happy to tell you that this is
the greatest pdf i have study inside my individual existence and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Miss Laurie Waters IV-- Miss Laurie Waters IV

Most of these publication is the greatest publication o ered. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading period of time. You can expect to like just how the
article writer create this publication.
-- Eddie Schuppe-- Eddie Schuppe
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